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Recorded Future for Public Sector
Trust us to support you. Leverage the Intelligence Provider Trusted  
by Organizations Across US Public Sector to Support Critical Missions.

You are not alone. For the past 12 years Recorded Future has helped 
organizations in the public and private sectors tackle the most difficult 
intelligence, security, and risk challenges. In doing so, we have gained  
some of the most unique perspectives, techniques, and solutions and  
built a community of experts from our company and customers that are  
here for you and your team every step of the way.

Public Sector Teams Rely on Recorded Future Intelligence For:
• Threat Intelligence Analysis:   Enabling deep cyber and technical research 

and analysis of Nation-State threats, malware trends, and security-related 
topics including historic trends via automated collection, customizable 
queries, analytic dashboards, and finished intelligence reporting. 

• USE CASE IN ACTION: Offensive & defensive cyber analysts use  
Recorded Future’s advanced query builder to understand the latest  
nation-state TTPs and tools and take action by using our Hunting packages

• Security Operations: Intelligence to help cybersecurity analysts be more 
effective and efficient by optimizing alert triage, threat detection, incident 
response, and enrichment. Integrations with all leading cybersecurity 
vendors so analysts can get our intelligence directly where they spend 
most of their time.

• USE CASE IN ACTION: Government SOC and CERT analysts leverage 
Recorded Future intelligence fed directly into their SIEM and SOAR tools  
to prioritize and enrich the massive number of alerts they receive.

• All-Source Intelligence & Disinformation Analysis: Track and analyze 
foreign military activity, counterterrorism issues, foreign investment, 
chatter about your forces, and more through deep research and analysis, 
multi-language automated intelligence collection, tailored analytic 
dashboards, alerting on your key topics, and historic trend analysis. 
• USE CASE IN ACTION: All-source intelligence analysts query the deep  

global source collection to research Russian and Chinese military activity  
and information operations and identify trends using advanced visualizations.

RECORDED FUTURE DIRECTLY 
SUPPORTS THE MISSIONS OF

• Governments of 32 countries  
around the world

• Over 150 Global Government,  
Defense, Intelligence, and Law 
Enforcement organizations 

• 15+ global CERTs

• Over 1,000 customers and 6,000  
users globally and growing by  
over 50% every year



• Supply Chain Risk & Monitoring: Intelligence support to identify and monitor threats to your supply chain and vendors and 
investigate foreign military supply chain activity and trends. 

• USE CASE IN ACTION: Intelligence and risk teams use Third Party & Threat Intelligence to identify threats to a military  
aircraft’s supply chain while also understanding the supply chain of foreign militaries. 

• Physical Security: Monitor threats to and mentions of your and adversary’s key locations and executives through location- 
based risk scoring and alerting, trend analysis and geofencing. 

• USE CASE IN ACTION: Physical security teams add lists of their and/or adversary locations and personnel of interest and  
receive real-time alerts on any mentions or threats to them. 

• Criminal Investigation Support: Intelligence from social media, dark web, forums, messaging platforms, and other critical  
sources to optimize criminal investigations, OSINT analysis, or dark web research. 
• USE CASE IN ACTION: Criminal investigators and OSINT analysts conduct deep analysis of social media and dark web  

sources to support ongoing investigations with data that wouldn’t have had before.

Intelligence for All. The Fusion Center Vision Powered by Recorded Future
Use One Intelligence Provider to Support the Largest Variety of Use Cases and Teams Across Your Organization.
What if there are teams across your organization that could be using intelligence and don’t even know what it is, what it does, 
where to get it, or how it can help them? Well, there are...and Recorded Future can support them too.

We know this because on a daily basis Recorded Future advises organizations on how to insert and share actionable intelligence 
across all teams to get the power of intelligence that traditional security and intelligence teams know and love but for non-
traditional intelligence consumers. Teams that use intelligence today understand the power of having trusted, actionable 
intelligence to support their missions, the hard part is getting non-traditional intelligence consuming teams to understand the  
art of the possible.

You’re not the first organization to face this challenge and you definitely aren’t alone in this endeavor. Public and private sector  
teams have been challenging the norm with trusted, independent intelligence from Recorded Future. Using the guiding principles  
of the Fusion Center model created in the United States after 9/11, Recorded Future arms analysts not just in security or 
intelligence functions but across the entire organization with intelligence that is applicable and actionable for all missions.

What is the Recorded Future Fusion Center Vision?
An intelligence fusion model to increase cross-organization intelligence sharing and analysis for public sector teams around the 
globe. Recorded Future provides tailored intelligence to support the missions of the entire organization by ensuring relevant 
information is collected, processed, and made actionable for all the departments who can benefit from intelligence.

• An intelligence-for-all approach giving cross-functional teams access to valuable, trusted intelligence no matter the  
use case or job title

• Internal and external situational awareness to understand all threats and inform decision makers

• Global and technical source diversity to ensure relevant coverage

• Information sharing cross-use case workflows to promote intelligence-led action for the whole organization

What Teams Could Benefit from Leveraging Intelligence from Recorded Future?

• Cybersecurity    
• Intelligence
• Risk
• Vulnerability Management
• Human Resources

• Physical Security
• Information Technology
• Operations
• Executive Staff
• The possibilities are endless...

ABOUT RECORDED FUTURE 

Recorded Future is the world’s largest provider of intelligence for enterprise security. By combining persistent and pervasive automated data collection and analytics with human analysis,  
Recorded Future delivers intelligence that is timely, accurate, and actionable. In a world of ever-increasing chaos and uncertainty, Recorded Future empowers organizations with the visibility  
they need to identify and detect threats faster; take proactive action to disrupt adversaries; and protect their people, systems, and assets, so business can be conducted with confidence.  
Recorded Future is trusted by more than 1,000 businesses and government organizations around the world. 
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